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Energy levels are determined by  
measuring gamma-rays decaying  
from excited states. 
 
Many, many possible states can be  
populated…many different gamma-ray 
energies need to be measured at the  
same time (in coincidence). 
 
(LN2 cooled) germanium detectors  
have the combination of good energy  
resolution (∆E~2 keV @ Eγ=1 MeV)  
and  acceptable detection efficiency. 
 
Various multi-detector ‘arrays’ of  
germanium detectors around the World. 
e.g., GAMMASPHERE, MINIBALL, GaSp  
   YRASTBALL, JUROGAM, RISING,  
   INGA, EXOGAM, AGATA, GRETINA. 
 
Fusion-evaporation reactions best way  
to make the highest spins.  Nuclear  
EM decay usually decay via ‘near yrast’  
sequence (since decay prob ~ Eγ2L+1) 





Figure; originated from Prof. M.A.Riley (FSU) 



Different nuclear reaction mechanisms? 
• Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions (makes mostly 

neutron-deficient residual nuclei). 
• Spontaneous fission sources such as 252Cf (makes mostly 

neutron-rich residual nuclei). 
• Deep-inelastic/multi-nucleon transfer and heavy-ion fusion-

fission reactions (makes near-stable/slightly neutron-rich 
residual nuclei). 

• High-energy Projectile fragmentation / projectile fission at 
e.g., GSI, RIKEN, GANIL, MSU. 

• Coulomb excitation, EM excitations via E2 (usually). 
• Single particle transfer reactions (p,d) 
• Beta decay ; alpha decay ; proton radioactivity 
• Other probes (e,e’γ), (γ,γ’), (n,γ), (p,γ), (n,n’γ) etc. 

First four generally populate ‘near-yrast’ states  
– most useful to see ‘higher’ spins states and excitations.  



Heavy-ion induced nuclear reactions on fixed targets can result in a range  
of different nuclear reactions taking place.   

The specifics depends on the (1) beam and target nuclei (A,Z,I);  
(2) the beam energy (higher or lower than the Coulomb repulsion between the 
two nuclei), and (3) the impact parameter, b. 



Fusion evaporation reactions fuse heavy-ion 
beams of stable nuclei onto stationary, 
metallic foils of other stable nuclei.  



E*R = EBeam + Qreaction-KErecoil 



E*R = EBeam + Qreaction-KErecoil 

Maximum angular momentum input to  
compound system (lmax) depends on  
 l=rxp  
i.e. beam energy (linked to p) and  
maximum overlap of nuclear radii (r) 
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Light particles p,n,α  
evaporated. 
Sn,Sp ~ 1-15 MeV. 
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Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn 

   40Ca 
Z=20   
N=20 

96Ru 
Z=44  
N=52 

136Gd (Z=64 N=72). 
Hot, compound nucleus 
recoils backwards at  
0o in the lab frame with  
velocity, vR. 
KE of recoiling nucleis 
= ½ (MB+MT)V2

R 

mBVB mTVT=0 

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR 
= mBVB. Therefore,  
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT) 

KE of beam = ½ mBvB
2 

136Gd+3p = 133Pm 
136Gd+2pn=133Sm 
136Gd+3pn=134Pm 
136Gd+2p2n=132Sm 



Production of High-Spin States 



Example: 96Ru(40Ca,xpyn)136Gd-xp-yn 

   40Ca 
Z=20   
N=20 

96Ru 
Z=44  
N=52 

136Gd (Z=64 N=72). 
Hot, compound nucleus 
recoils backwards at  
0o in the lab frame with  
velocity, VR. 
KE of recoiling nucleis 
= ½ (MB+MT)V2
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mBVB mTVT=0 

mRVR =(mB+mT)VR 
= mBVB. Therefore,  
VR=(mB)VB/(mB+mT) 

KE of beam = ½ mBvB
2 

Light particle  
emission causes  
small recoil cone  
in lab frame due to  
cons. of linear  
momentum. 

VR 

VB 



Doppler Shifts 
Moving source – nucleus which emits gamma-ray ;  
Stationary observer - Ge detector. 

The range in Doppler shifted energy across  
the finite opening angle of a detector (∆θ) 
Causes a reduction in measured energy  
resolution due to Doppler Broadening. 
 
This is made worse if there is also a spread  
in the recoil velocities (∆v) for the recoils. 
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40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd* 
Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation 
reactions usually make neutron 
deficient compound nuclei. 



40Ca + 96Ru → 136Gd* 
Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation 
reactions usually make neutron 
deficient compound nuclei. 

136Gd* 



Do you evaporate protons or neutrons? 

Neutrons (approx to  
finite square well) 

r 
Sn = 0 

~10s of   
MeV 

V(r) 
‘neutron’ unbound 
nuclear states. 
‘See’ NO Coulomb  
barrier. 



Do you evaporate protons or neutrons? 
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Near stable (compound) nuclei,  Sp ~ Sn ~ 5-8 MeV.  
Coulomb barrier means (HI,xn) favoured over (HI,xp)  

Neutrons (approx to  
finite square well) 

Protons (approx to  
finite square well +  Coulomb 
Barrier above Sp=0) 

r r 
Sn = 0 Sp = 0 

∆Ep ~  
5 MeV 

∆En ~  
5 MeV 

En=∆En-Sn 



Angular Momentum Input in HIFE Reactions? 

 Reduced mass of system,  
 µ = mb.mT / (mB+mT) 



Increasing the beam energy  
increases the maximum input  
angular momentum, 
 
 but  
 
Causes more nucleons to be 
evaporated (on average). 
 
Also, increasing the beam  
energy increases the recoil 
velocity. 

xn channel → Cd 

pxn channel → Ag 

αxn channel → Pd 

98Mo + 12C → 110Cd fusion evaporation calculations using 
PACE4 S.F. Ashley, PhD thesis, University of Surrey (2007) 

Maximum angular momentum 
input to 110Cd compound nucleus 

For the 110Cd compound nucleus: 
Sn = 9.9 MeV  
Sp =  8.9 MeV 
 
Coulomb barrier means neutron 
evaporation is much favoured. 



Very neutron-deficient (compound) nuclei,  
e.g. 136Gd, Sp= 2.15 MeV, Sn=12.94 MeV 

Neutrons (approx to  
finite square well) 

Protons (approx to  
finite square well +  Coulomb 
Barrier above Sp=0) 

r r 

Sn = 0 
Sp = 0 

∆Ep ~  
5 MeV 

∆En ~  
5 MeV 



Excitation Functions? 

P.H. Regan et al., Phys. Rev. C49 (1994) 1885 



Basic EM Selection Rules? 



DCO and DCO Ratios 









First real ‘evidence’ of angular  
correlations between successive 
gamma rays;  
 
Radioactive decays of  
 
60Co  (Iπ=5+ , T1/2=5.27 yrs to 60Ni) 
46Sc (Iπ=4+, T1/2=84 days to  46Ti) 
88Y   (Iπ=4-, T1/2=107 days to 88Sr)  
134Cs (Iπ=4+, T1/2=2.1 yrs to 134Ba). 
 
 
(note, says 86Y in paper, means 88Y) 







Reaction mechanism itself can 
provide alignment of angular  
Momentum sub-states. 
 
Should see angular  
DISTRIBUTIONS following 
Fusion-evaporation reactions. 



For ∆I=2 EM transitions, the singles angular distribution  
is of the form: 





Selection and identification of high-spins states. 
• Need a top quality gamma-ray spectrometer to measure 

full-energies of emitted gamma rays from (high-spin) 
excited nuclear states. 

 
• Helpful to have some sort of channel selection device 

(e.g., recoil separator; fragment detector). 
 

• Timing between reaction and detection of gamma ray(s) 
and also the time differences between individual gamma 
rays in a  decay sequences can also be helpful in channel 
selection and decay scheme building. 
 

• Use EM selection rules, transition rates and DCO/W(θ) 
etc. to assign spin and parities to excited states. 

 









24Mg beam 
on 40Ca target 
@65 MeV. 
 
Compound =64Ge 
Recoils focussed 
through Argonne 
FMA, separated 
by A/Q. 
 
Observed recoils  
2p+62Zn 
2pn+61Zn 
3p+61Cu 
4p+60Ni 
3pn+60Cu 
α2p+58Ni 
 
and 64Zn ?? (from 
44Ca in target). 



Can be used to select very weak channels (1 part in 106 or less);  
Good example is SHE studies where most compound nuclei fission. 





α decay lines 

proton  
emission  
lines 

Can use ‘fine structure’ in radioactivity to select decays to specific states  
(i.e., different single particle configurations). 





Some high-spin nuclear physics phenomena. 
• What happens to the nucleus under rotational stress? 
 

– Observe sequences of ‘rotational bands’ in many nuclei. 
– Single particle effects/excitations can ‘compete’ 

• ‘alignments’ and ‘backbending’. 
• Coriolis effects; moment of inertia differences; 

band crossings. 
 

– Other (stable) deformed nuclear shapes exist. 
• Static octupole (β3) deformations; parity doublets. 

 
– Very stable, very elongated nuclear charge and mass 

distributions (‘superdeformation’). 



Quasi-particle aligned angular momentum 
Total aligned angular momentum (Ix) can be calculated using Pythagoras theorem: 
 

The rotational frequency can be derived (from the canonical relation) to  
give 

Many plots of I ( =  Ix) for even-even  
nuclei ground state sequences vs. ω show  
‘discontinuities’ at the ‘critical’ frequency. 

106Cd 



Rotation of nuclear core can cause ‘breaking’ of nuclear pairs close to the  
nuclear (Fermi) surface.  
Biggest energy effect from Coriolis interaction is for orbitals with 
largest jx values (i.e. high-J, low-Ω Nilsson orbitals).  



Rotation of nuclear core can cause ‘breaking’ of nuclear pairs close to the  
nuclear (Fermi) surface.  
Biggest energy effect from Coriolis interaction is for orbitals with 
largest jx values (i.e. high-J, low-Ω Nilsson orbitals).  



Single particle contribution to ‘aligned’ angular momentum can be  
separated from the collective, rotational contribution to Ix.   

The experimental data can give a value for the total angular momentum 
of state, aligned parallel to the axis of rotation, Ix (from Pythagoras) 

The core, collective angular momentum component of the total Ix can be  
parameterised as a function of rotational frequency ( ω ) using the   
‘Harris parameters’ to fit the nuclear moment of inertia. 











Collective Model B(E2), B(M1) values ? 





Experimental branching ratios (i.e., 
relative gamma-ray intensities)  
can used to be give: 











Problem ? 

• Standard fusion-evaporation reactions 
make (usually) neutron-deficient nuclei. 



How do you make and study neutron-rich nuclei ? 
• (low-cross-section) fusion evap. reactions, e.g., 18O + 48Ca →2p + 64Fe 

– Limited compound systems using stable / beam target combinations. 
– Highly selective reactions (if good channel selection applied). 

 
• Spontaneous fission sources (e.g., 244Cm) 

– Good for some regions of the nuclear chart, but little/no selectivity 
in the ‘reaction’ mechanism. 

– Can make quite high spins in each fragment (10→20ħ) 
 

• Fusion fission reactions  
– e.g., 18O + 208Pb → 226Th*→f1+f2+xn (e.g., 112

44Ru + 112
46Pd+2n) 

– Doesn’t make very neutron-rich, little selectivity.  
– Medium spins (~10 ħ in each fragment) populated 

 
• Heavy-ion deep-inelastic / multi-nucleon transfer reactions (e.g.,  

– e.g. 136Xe + 198Pt →136Ba + 194Os + 2n. 
– Populations Q-value dependent; medium spins accessed in products, 

make nuclei ‘close’ to the original (stable) beam and target species. 
– Selectivity can be a problem, large Doppler effects. 

 
• Projectile fragmentation (or Projectile Fission) 

– (v. different energy regime) 
– Need a fragment separator. 





Deep-Inelastic Reactions 







Both the target-like and beam-like 
fragments and the intermediated  
fusion-fission residues are usually  
stopped in a thick/backed target. 
 
For discrete gamma rays decaying  
from states with effective lifetimes  
of a few picoseconds, there is no  
Doppler shift effect as the sources  
are stopped in the target and have  
v/c=0. 
 
Prompt decays from higher-spin /  
faster lifetime states (< 1ps) will 
be ‘smeared’ out by the Doppler  
broadening effect. 
 
Backed/thick target experiments  
can not correct for Doppler shifts as 
the direction and velocity of the  
emitting fragment is not known. 



e.g., 82Se + 192Os 
at INFN-Legnaro. 
 
Discrete gamma rays  
detected using  
GASP array. 
 
Triples gamma-ray 
coincidences  
measured within 
~ 50 ns timing  
window. 
 
Discrete states to ~ 
12ħ observed in BLF. 
 
More like ~ 20 ħ in  
some of the TLFs. 
 
  



194Os (from 82Se + 192Os  
Reaction, INFN-Legnaro 
using GASP) 



States to spins of >20 ħ can be populated in DIC. 
136Xe beam on thick, backed 192Os  target at  
Argonne National Lab. 
 
Gamma rays measured using GAMMASPHERE 
 
Gamma rays decaying following isomeric states 
are all stopped in the target, no Doppler shifts. 
 
Evidence for population of states with I>25 ħ. 







136Xe beam on a thin 198Pt target. 
 
Residual reaction nuclei measured in 
‘binary’ pairs using CHICO, a position 
sensitive gas detector. 
 
Gamma rays from beam  
and target-like fragments  
measured in GAMMASPHERE. 
 
Difference in time of flight between 
BLF and TLF hitting CHICO can  
be used to deduce which fragments 
is which (heavier one usually moved 
more slowly due to COLM). 
 
Angle differences between CHICO 
and GAMMASPHERE can be used 
for Doppler Corrections. 



e.g., 136Xe beam on thin 198Pt  target at 
850 MeV (~20% above the coulomb 
barrier) 



Timing of fragments and measured reaction gamma rays correlated to beam pulse. 





Use spectrometer to ‘tag’ on  
one of the reaction fragments  
for Doppler Correction. 
e.g., 82Se (Z=34) beam on thin 
170Er (Z=68) target at INFN-Legnaro. 
 
Measure BLFs directly in PRISMA 
spectrometer and gammas in 
CLARA gamma-ray array. Reverse 
correct for heavier TLF using 2-body 
kinematics. 

Gate on 84Kr (Z=36) fragment in PRISMA.  
Complementary fragment  (assuming no neutron  
evaporation) for 82Se+170Er reaction for 84Kr 
is 168Dy (Z=66) (+2p transfer channel).  
Shortest time of flight in PRISMA  
associated with least neutron evaporation. 
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